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Three Discussion Topics

1

2

3

What are the possibilities of Blockchain in Energy and Utilities? 

What is the role of blockchain in the broader energy transition and 

what are the limitations of the technology? 

What are energy companies doing globally with the technology and 

who are their partners? 
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• Australian Blockchain solar startup Power ledger ICO Raises $34 Million AUD and 

predicts that their P2P marketplace will save the average household about $475 a year

• GRID+ raises $29.0M USD in their token pre-sale to establish an ESCO in ERCOT to 

integrate wholesale and retail markets 

• U.S. Department of Energy Contracts Guardtime, Siemens and industry Partners for 

Blockchain Cybersecurity Solution

• Japan’s biggest utility, TEPCO, turns to blockchain 

• E.ON and ENEL traded electricity for the first time over the blockchain 

Before we begin – some recent developments in the past 2 weeks….

Key question is where is the value and where is the noise in the blockchain and energy space? 
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Evolution of Blockchain Technology in Energy and Utilities 
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Four Key Elements of Blockchain 

Shared 

Ledger Smart 

Contracts

Privacy

Consensus

• Records all transactions across 

business networks

• Shared between participants

• Participants have own copy 

through replication

• Permissioned, so participants see 

only appropriate transactions 

• THE shared system of record 

• Business rules that form the 

transaction 

• Encoded in programming language

• Verifiable, signed& encrypted

• Guaranteed future execution

• Example: Defines contractual 

conditions under which corporate 

Bond transfer occurs

• Ledger is shared, but participants 

require privacy 

• Participants need: 
• Transactions to be private 

• Identity not linked to a transactions

• Transactions need to be 

authenticated: Cryptography central 

to these processes

• The process by which transactions are 

verified. When participants are anonymous
• Commitment is expensive

• Bitcoin cryptographic mining provides 

verification for anonymous participants but a 

significant compute cost (proof of work)

• When participants are known and trusted
• Commitment possible at low costs

• Alternatives:
• Multi-signature(e.g. 3 out of 5 participants 

agree)

• PBFT(practical byzantine fault tolerance) 

(cross-checked secure message exchange)

Alliander / Indigo, 2017 
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Main Types of Blockchains Segmented by Permission Model

Source: Dr Garrick Hileman & Michel Rauchs 2017

• Read (who 
can access 
the ledger 
and see 
transactions) 

• Write (who 
can generate 
transactions 
and send 
them to the 
network), 

• ‘Commit’ 
(who can 
update the 
state of the 
ledger)
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Blockchain Sector Activity by the Numbers 

Note: This figure is based on a list of 132 use cases, grouped into industry segments, that have been frequently mentioned in public discussions, reports, and 

press releases. Source: Dr Garrick Hileman & Michel Rauchs 2017

• 30% of identified DLT use cases are related to 

banking and financial services, followed by 

government (13%), insurance (12%) and 

healthcare (8%)

• Attention given to non-monetary uses 

(identity, supply chain, intellectual property, 

etc.) is increasing

• The current DLT landscape is highly 

fragmented, with dozens of competing 

protocol frameworks and hundreds of 

isolated, small-scale networks mostly used for 

testing purposes

• The number of enterprise DLT start-ups has significantly increased since 2014, from approximately 37 

companies to over 115 in 2017

• The number of full-time employees working at enterprise DLT start-ups ranges from a single employee to 

over 120
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Energy Executives see the Blockchain Potential 

Last year the German Energy Agency GmbH (dena) surveyed 70 decision-makers and energy 

executives on their  current opinions, actions and visions of blockchain. The results point to a 

vibrant future for the technology. 
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Example Use Cases Across the Value Chain 

In terms of evolving vendor and utility activity, we are seeing categories of use case activity emerge across the 
value chain. These can be broadly grouped across, bitcoin bill pay, P2P trading, EV charging and sharing, 
renewable cryptocurrencies, wholesale trading and settlement and the creation of consortia and energy 
blockchain labs.
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What a blockchain journey may look like for energy and utilities 

Many of the trends across the sector are converging on the idea of moving towards a 

transactive and dynamic energy system, where real time markets, peer to peer transactions and 

market animation will be enabled by new blockchain deployments. Below could be a blockchain 

enabled journey.  
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The Potential Impact of Blockchain on the Utility Business Model 

In reality, there will be 
largely three types of 
impacts of blockchain 
technology on the utility 
value chain. 

• Firstly, there will be 
those areas where there 
is limited-to-no impact

• For other areas the 
technology 
may support existing 
processes and make 
them even more robust 
and efficient

• Finally for some areas 
however, we may see 
some level of disruption.
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Three Discussion Topics

1

2

3

What are the possibilities of Blockchain in Energy and Utilities? 

What is the role of blockchain in the broader energy transition and 

what are the limitations of the technology? 

What are energy companies doing globally with the technology 

and who are their partners? 
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Global Blockchain Activity in Energy and Utilities
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Indigo Stakeholder Activity Taxonomy  - Blockchain in Energy and Utilities

P2P Trading & Connected Home

Bitcoin Meter Payments

Wholesale Trading & Smart Markets 

EV Charge / Share Consortia and Research

Solar Cryptocurrencies Notable Startups
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How Utilities are Interacting With the Technology 

So far in 2017, we are seeing progressive utility pilots in Europe, Asia and NZ 
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Six energy-focused blockchain firms across 

North America, Europe, Australia and Asia are 

on pace to exceed $200 million in token sale 

proceeds by the end of 2017, a review by S&P 

Global Market Intelligence found. Example of 

tokens include

• Solar Bankers - SunCoin: Decentralized 

local energy market

• Grid+ - GRID: Platform to give consumers 

direct access to wholesale energy markets

• PowerLedger - POWR: P2P energy trading 

platform enabling consumers to sell their 

surplus solar power to neighbors

• WePower – WPR: Decentralized renewable 

energy trading platform - model suggests 

increases an energy producer’s return on 

equity ratio by 25% and offers energy 

buyers a return of 17-20%.

The Rise of the ICO in Energy & Utilities – A Recent Trend  

S&P Global Market Intelligence review of token sale proceeds 

among select energy blockchain firms 2017 
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Majority of ICO’s focusing on decentralized trading platforms and financing
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The Rise of Consortia – 2 Energy Consortiums formed in May 2017 

Enerchain P2P Trading Project Energy Web Foundation 

• Where: Zug, Switzerland 

• Organizers: EWF is a partnership between the 

Rocky Mountain Institute, and Grid Singularity.

• Focus: Develop IT infrastructure, EWF also will 

work on analyzing use cases and organizing task 

forces to push the most promising use cases into 

proof of concepts and commercial applications, 

while incubating an ecosystem of application 

developers, and cooperating with regulators and 

standardization bodies to facilitate deployment.

• Where: Hamburg, Germany 

• Organizers: PONTON – German energy software 

company 

• Focus: 33 European energy trading firms have 

joined forces in order to conduct peer-to-peer 

trading in the wholesale energy market using 

innovative blockchain technology. Trading will take 

place on an enhanced Enerchain® framework – a 

blockchain based application developed by 

PONTON that has already been used to execute 

the first European energy trade over the blockchain
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Three Discussion Topics
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What are the possibilities of Blockchain in Energy and Utilities? 

What is the role of blockchain in the broader energy transition 

and what are the limitations of the technology? 

What are energy companies doing globally with the technology and 

who are their partners? 
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• Faster transactions and 

lower transaction costs

• Disintermediation & 

trustless exchange

• Empowered users

• High quality data

• Reliability, longevity and 

durability

• Process integrity

• Immutability and 

transparency 

• Market and eco-system 

simplification

Benefits and Challenges of Blockchain in Energy and Utilities 

• Standards needed

• Nascent technology

• Uncertain regulatory status

• Large energy consumption

• Cost

• Control, security, and privacy

• Integration concerns

• Cultural adoption

• Rebranding an older 

technology

• "magical middleware" in the 

cloud that has advanced 

databaselike capabilities

…challenges of blockchain technologyBenefits of blockchain technology…
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Broader Context - Anticipatory Policymaking

• Blockchain may lead to questions about the choice of law and jurisdiction for the adjudication 

of the relevant disputes. 

• Various issues will need to be considered such as the legal enforceability of smart contracts, 

and liability and accountability issues, as distributed ledgers currently lack the legal personality 

that is necessary for them to be assigned with responsibilities and liabilities. 

• Decentralized blockchain-based systems may be open to co-option by external powers and, in 

the absence of sufficient institutional protection, the platforms could evolve into oligarchies. 

• Encrypted qualities of blockchain technology may eliminate the possibility for legitimate 

forms of surveillance used for prosecution and law enforcement. 

• Consumer protection will also be a key concern of regulators, as the contractual clauses 

and redress measures may not be clear to consumers and, given their automated character, not 

easily adjustable to a possible change of circumstances. 

• Security concerns of a regulatory nature, as it could be possible to trace or deduce a party's 

identity from transactions. 

• Some jurisdictions such as Ofgem in the UK and Singapore’s EMA have set up regulatory 

sandboxes where energy technologies and new business can be tested and refined before 

being launched to the public.
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Moving a use case from idea through to production

• Typically, the proof of concept stage for 
a blockchain implementation is a one- to-three-
month exercise. Best practice is currently to 
create a system that integrates into an isolated 
sandbox environment with a utilities data. 

• In this manner, you get to see the software 
operate in a simulated environment with real 
customer or operational data. Importantly, this 
does not impact customers, but it does involve 
real customer or operational data and real 
transaction volumes. 

• We recommend a cloud based solution (private 
or permissioned blockchain cloud) as the best 
venue for a blockchain proof of concept as 
simulations can be created without worrying 
about hardware or about impact to a utilities' 
existing network. The cloud also makes sense 
at this stage if there are multiple organizations 
participating in the proof of concept. 

2. Proof of Concept

• After the PoC, the next step is to start putting real 
data into production in a small contained trial. In this 
field trial, a limited-production run with customer-
facing data is stepped up to involve more customer-
facing products and data volumes. This typically 
means a small trial with perhaps 5% of customers or 
operational areas. The field trial isn't simply a proof of 
concept moved to production but rather a restart. 

• A field trial might have completely different 
requirements than a POC. Once a utilities becomes 
comfortable with the software they're using and are 
happy with the testing process, they may choose to 
implement blockchain projects on on-premises 
hardware rather than in the cloud.

3 Field Trial 

• Utilities that have identified a use case for a 
blockchain implementation will either look to vendor 
partners for a product that fits the bill, or will work to 
develop the technology internally. 

• The typical next step here is to identify an architecture 
to address the use case. Most utilities have chosen 
to contract for outside help with blockchain. At this 
stage, a utility will also need to make a decision on a 
preferred blockchain platform be that for example 
Ethereum, Hyperledger, BigChain, or Tendermint.

1. Use Case Identified
There are 4 typical steps for 

energy companies to launch a 

blockchain program

4. Full-Volume 

Production Roll-Out
At this stage of the technologies 

development no utilities have reached 

Stage 4. The vast majority are still in 

phase 2.
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Do you need a blockchain? Screening Use Cases is critical 

Frost & Sullivan, 2016 
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A reminder however….

Across the energy and utilities industry, blockchain will not replace relational databases for 

business critical process in the medium term. Indeed, at this stage, relational databases have a 

decisive advantage when it comes to performance, however, blockchain has a decisive 

advantage when it comes to providing a robust, fault-tolerant way to store critical data and 

manage smart contracts. In reality, anything that can be accomplished with one technology can 

also be accomplished with the other. Although blockchain has huge potential, it is important to 

emphasize that blockchain is not... 

Suited for High Performance (milli)second transactions

A replicated database replacement

A transaction processing replacement

Suited for low value, high volume transactions

A mature technology 

To that end, although blockchain may provide opportunity to transform some existing utility 

process, the major opportunities in the near term will focus on the changes in the industry, 

and the handshake between distributed energy resources and utility analytics. 
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Broader Context - The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) and the Role of Energy 

… in the future devices which auto-detect demand levels on the grid and reduce power could be powered 
by AI and recorded by blockchain
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Some key market takeaways…

1. Currently the EU is undoubtedly the most active region globally, not just in terms of blockchain in 

energy but also in terms of the broader core developer network. Indeed, we are seeing in Germany 

for example more than half of energy executives either carrying out or planning blockchain pilots.

2. Presently, there are approximately 40 startups operating globally in the energy blockchain space 

(see taxonomy later in this piece). These startups are working with the underlying technology of 

bitcoin and particularly on the Ethereum platform.

3. The technology still needs time to mature and the core developer network estimates that this may 

be 2-5 years away, however the emergence of  initiatives such as the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance 

will speed up standards and help to create both interoperability and shared design between public & 

private chains.

4. Although blockchain may provide an opportunity to transform some existing utility processes, the 

major opportunities in the near term will focus on the changes in the energy industry, and in 

particular the interplay between distributed energy resources and utility analytics.

5. In reality, distributed ledger technology is extremely hyped and decades away from widespread 

implementation in the industry and should be seen as one of many new industry relevant 

technologies, and that when combined with other developments, can be transformative. 

6. Utilities should employ a systematic approach to use case selection, however experimenting with 

the technology now will serve them well in the future. 
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About Indigo and our Focus Areas

About Indigo Advisory Group 

Indigo Advisory Group works with utilities and energy companies to deliver market leading 

strategy, emerging technology and innovation services. Our capabilities span the entire energy 

value chain and our approach is high value and outcome focused. #indigoinsights is our market 

perspectives and intelligence center, providing analysis and market research for utilities.
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